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Your Life Path is 3
Your Compatibility with the 1 Life Path  You are blessed with one of best combinations – one that is 
often a source of happiness and mutual pleasure for a long, long time.  Originality, creativity and 
an ‘anything goes’ attitude make for a wonderful, exciting, and often adventurous relationship. 
You play together, laugh together and inspire one another.  Pitfalls?  Sure, there are a few, but 
nothing you can’t overcome will a little time and effort – they are nothing major, so go ahead 
dear 3, fall madly and deeply in love with your 1 and see what happens!

Your Compatibility with the 2 Life Path  This combo enhances creative juices for you both, bringing 
out your beautiful sense of harmony can bring out the stunning creative expression that is so 
native to you Dear 3.  Shared creative interests is what keeps the passion alive in this dynamic 
combo right alongside clear communication to avoid quarrels and hurt feelings.  Your 2 lover’s 
sense of harmony and rhythm merges beautifully with your innate powers of expression, which 
truly is native to you.  Only word of caution Dear 3, watch your words when in an argument:  your 
2 is sensitive, sometimes to a fault, but that doesn’t mean their feelings are not real. Dig deeper 
into your 2’s chart if you find challenges navigating your relationship.   

Your Compatibility with the 3 Life Path  This combination can work out quite well if you are ready 
to face some facts.  Both of you are creative, intelligent to a fault and irreverent to systems 
and orders (unless they are your own creation) so the happy-go-lucky energy of a double three 
coupling can be tricky to manage.  Both of you have a tendency to skim over emotional and 
spiritual rough spots which could lead to a superficial relationship that doesn’t have any teeth 
in the long run.  This aspect however, is usually balanced out by other core numbers in both of 
your charts, making this union one of deep creative potential that the world would be fortunate 
to see play out. 

Your Compatibility with the 4 Life Path  This combination of energies is both difficult and promising 
Dear 3.  The key lies in not judging each other, rather focusing on how to best combine your 
unique individual qualities and abilities. As lovers, this combination is wonderful and will prosper.  
When life’s problems hit, this is where things can be challenging.  Your 4 is going to grab that bull 
by the horns and just make a plan to take care of things.  You, on the other hand, process VERY 
differently and need the space to tap into the ethers to find the solution to any problem, but your 
4 might think you are being lazy.  This couldn’t be further from the truth.  Talking and sharing is your 
ticket to a lovely ride, so plan for it and make it happen. 

Your Compatibility with the 5 Life Path  One word:  YUM!!  Compatible, intelligent, full-loving and 
really, you just get each other. This match has the potential to last a lifetime if you can both share 
the spot light which is so natural for you to be in.  The secret in your yummy sauce is to attend 
to the little things head-on with consistency.  More easily said than done for you Dear 3 as you 
tend to shy away from mundane tasks and conversations that just need to happen, but for your 
5 lover, it’s worth your effort.  Go into this relationship with excitement, for the potential is just that:  
exciting.  Also go in knowing this ONE thing is what is needed to be address for your ultimate 
success. Dig into both your charts more deeply to learn about the magic of this union.
 
Your Compatibility with the 6 Life Path  This combination makes a creative couple that will do 
great service in the world.  Your 3 energy brings such a depth of creativity and sense of humor 
everybody loves while your 6 lover brings a warmth and self-sacrificing love for the friends and 
family members that so easily wins hearts over.  You are more than likely a popular couple with 
an active social life and a large circle of friends. The most common pitfall in this combination is 
connected to your 6 Life Path’r and their potentially excessive emotional bonds which, in the 
extreme, can feel smothering.  Don’t take your 6 under your wings - you’ll become a parent, and 
not a partner.  Keep in mind that you may need to know more about their chart to understand 
how this shows up in your relationship. 



Your Compatibility with the 7 Life Path  This combination of numbers is particularly interesting.  
The different natures of the three and seven makes for a relationship that either lasts for about 
two weeks before going up in flames, or remains exciting and powerful for a lifetime. If your 
relationship has existed for quite some time and can be considered stable, you may well be 
soul mates for life.  Deep romance turns to deep friendship to only flip again to deep friendship.  
Enough said.  This is a fabulous and magical pairing and if you find yourself in this spot…pay 
attention and learn more about both charts! 

Your Compatibility with the 8 Life Path  This coupling effects each other in very interesting ways:  
compatible and not so compatible.  Quite often, this is more of a powerful business relationship 
or long-time friends who have built a business together rather than a romantic one. Both of you 
are great communicators and highly capable of brilliant interaction of all sorts with people and 
agreements of all kinds.  You both have quite different views as to what is important in life that, 
unless you learn to respect each other’s needs and expectations, the relationship will struggle.  
Your to-do:  respect one another’s desires, focus and goals. 

Your Compatibility with the 9 Life Path  Hands down, this coupling of Life Path numbers is excellent.  
The 3 and the 9 can form a strong union, one that often lasts for a very long time – if not forever. 
You both represent archetypes that are almost mythical in their romantic bond. Lots of stories and 
endless patience and self-sacrifice could be told about this unity. What makes this so surprising 
is the fact that this is possible even though both numbers are considered self-centered, even 
egocentric at times.  Powerful imaginations, intense inner drives, creative and original in oh, so 
many fascinating ways, this coupling will fall into the realm of ‘off-beat but compelling from the 
get-go.  Dear 3…expect the unexpected and to finally be able to breathe.  

♥

We hope you have enjoyed this quick snapshot compatibility 
report!  A full compatibility report would allow you to compare 
your life path numbers more deeply including the core aspects 
of your collective charts. Comparing charts will tell you how close 
your attitudes and approaches are regarding money, career, 
communication, personal expression and yes, love. Your charts 
will be presented together and compared by key numerological 
aspect aiding in conflict resolution and reunion through compassion, 
awareness and understanding. This information is invaluable not 
just in love relationships but in understanding family dynamics as 
well as business partnerships. 

Buy Now and Save $5 through February 28, 2015 on all 
compatibility reports at www.Kryschendo.com.

You will find the reports under Do. Click Purchase and 
scroll down to the compatibility report.


